
Ⅰ. Introduction

Power saving is very important in the situation

that thousands of ‘things’ are connected to the

Internet. This is the same not only for sensors

that operate on their own power or battery

power, but also for devices such as gateways

that are typically powered by AC wires. These

devices offer great benefits in operation with

minimal environmental impact in terms of their

own energy demand. [1]

Power saving is a critical issue for devices

operating in IoT environments. IoT devices have

a precondition that needs to have very low

power consumption because they are often

powered by an ordinary battery or energy

harvesting rather than using a stable power

supply using an electric plug.

Fig. 1. Software architecture for experiments.
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Fig. 1 shows the software architecture for

optimizing the required Report Attribute Current

Level. [2]

If the method of supplying power only to the

time when the actual sensor needs to be operated

to be close to real time and turning off the

power for the remaining time, the power actually

consumed decreases. Idle mode and Sleep mode

are used when power is not needed to implement

this operation method, and Idle mode and

Wakeup mode are used during use.

Ⅱ. Experiments

1. Transmission scenario of network device

The standard scenario recognizes all data

frames, but if the first attempt fails, IEEE

802.15.4 does not retransmit even if it retries.

The current consumption of the device over time

is shown in Fig. 2. [3]

When the initialization is complete, the

transceiver starts from sleep mode and from Idle

mode on the switch. When an acknowledg- ment

frame is received, the microcontroller switches

into sleep mode as soon as possible.

Fig. 2. Standard transmission scenario for MAC.

When switched to sleep mode, the microprocessor

continues Sleep function unless it starts a new

transmission.

The MAC transmission method is the next step

in the PHY procedure, but the IEEE 802.15.4

standard has the same rules as in Fig. 2. [4] The

proposed scenario computes the energy for one of

the device nodes in the network. When

transmitting sensor data to the router or

coordinator at this time, it is assumed that the

device has only one important task. This device

transmits the given data for a given time.

2. Transmission / reception Node time control design

Assume a send / receive connection with one

Node. Here, the PHY / MAC layer serves as a

transmission request in the more upper layer and

a reception of data via wireless.

Fig. 3 shows a ‘Data Timing Buffer’ designed for

experiment to prevent communication deadlocks

with the processor. The Application Framework

processes messages for PHY and MAC layer

control, and supplies the energy only for the time

it actually needs to operate. The ‘Post Processor’

of each node can take into account the computation

time, processing, and boot up time. [5]

Fig. 3. Software design to prevent node deadlock.

3. Idle mode time control

The transmission and reception dynamic

currents for the consumed current logic of the

wireless sensor are limited.

Fig. 4. Sample 1’s 4ms timing in Idle mode.
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Fig. 5. Sample 2’s 1ms timing in Idle mode.

Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the difference between

Sample 1 and Sample 2, respectively. Sample 1

shows 4msec and Sample 2 shows 1msec. In

Sleep mode, it does not perform any operation, so

fast clock is not required.

However, when demanding a high-speed clock

with ready status for the next task, it is more

effective in energy efficiency characteristics.

Application Framework operation has a short

entry cycle time and is designed considering the

pre-entry phase of Wakeup mode for

optimization in the worst case interval. [6]

4. Current consumption measurement

In Fig. 6, if Sample 1’s Wakeup time is 4msec,

then RX_ON MODE is 21.6mV. If we change the

Sample 2’s Wakeup time to 1msec in the same

procedure, RX_ON MODE becomes 18.4mV as

shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6. Current consumption when supplying power to 

Sample 1.

Fig. 7. Current consumption when supplying power to 

Sample 2.

5. Results

In Sample 1 and Sample 2 of Table 1, the

Current Control Level was fixed at 40 to check

the Sleep-Wakeup mode current consumption

efficiency of the transceiver over time. [7]

Therefore, it can be seen that the consumed

current can be changed by the mere condition for

Sleep-Wake up time of the measured processor.

Table 1. Sample voltage measurement comparison.

Explanation of operation mode Sample 1 Sample 2

Current Control Level 40 40

Sleep-Wakeup time(ms) 4 1

RX_ON Volt Value(mV) 21.6 18.4

As can be seen from the comparison of the

numerical values of Sample 1 and Sample 2, if the

Sleep-Wakeup time is shortened, the efficiency of

the Current Control Level is increased.

Ⅲ. Conclusion

In this paper, we show the effectiveness of the

correlation between time and current consumption

in the IoT wireless internet environment through

the Idle time control which is the medium for

Sleep-Wakeup of the proposed processor. If

Sleep-Wakeup is processed several times over a

long period of time, the task occupancy time

between processors as well as the battery due to
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current consumption is optimized and managed.

That is, it is possible to operate a stable system

with energy efficiency of minimum 15% at the time

of management of each transmitting / receiving

node of WPAN. In particular, since smart wireless

sensors are used in low-power emergency

applications, current consumption time management

is an essential use condition for power saving.
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